Iee By parallel use of local contextual information of geometric relaxationship among strokes of two characters, the ambiguity between them can be relaxed iteratively to achieve optimal consistent matching.
Introduction
Computer recognition of handwritten Chinese characters(HCCs) is regarded very difficult due to the large size of character set, high level of complexity in character structure, similarities among different categories and wide variability among different handwriting styles. Although a lot of handwritten Chinese character recognition system achieving very high recognition rate(greater than 96%) have been reported [l] - [3] , the performance of these systems are highly dependent on the quality and variability of the database used. The development of a complicated robust HCCR system which can achieve high recognition rate is still in its infancy [3] .
Many relaxation techniques have been developed to solve the problem of HCCR [5] - [8] . Most of them make use of a probabilistic relaxation procedure which is originally proposed in [lo] . Unfortunately, these methods would have the problem of "ambiguous matching" and "Nil class" if distortions among objects are too large [9] . Another drawback of relaxation is the heavy computation involved. In this paper, we make use of an alternative relaxation technique which is based on optimization theory and local constraint of relaxation matching [ll] .
A local average consistent function is defined as an objective function which will be maximized to search for an optimal consistent matching. By parallel use of local contextual information of geometric relaxation among strokes of two characters, the ambiguity between them can be relaxed iteratively to achieve an optimal consistent matching. We refer this method as Consistent Relaxation Matching (CRM). As CRM is a process of contextual matching, a contextual associative matrix which indicates the local relationship among strokes of a character is defined to guide the relaxation process. Only the contextual related strokes are taken into account in the process. In this way, the heavy computation can be reduced to make the proposed method faster and more effective.
Foundation of CRM
In a labelling problem, one is given: [ll] A set of objects denoted by variable ai, where i takes the value between 1 and n. A set of labels for each objects denoted by variable b j . Here j takes the value between 1 and m. A neighbor relation over the objects. A constraint relation over labels at pairs of neighboring objects. The constraint are generalized to real-valued Compatibility Function c;,k(j, k'), representing how label b k i at object a j influence label bk at object ai. The magnitude of ci,k(j, k') is proportional to the strength of the constraint. A strength measure of how label b k is assigned to object ai, denoted by p i ( k ) , subject to:
Generally speaking, the solution to the labelling problem mentioned above is to find an assignment of label b k to object ai in a manner which is consistent 
It can be proved we have the following theorems [ll] :
and only zf:
Theorem 2 Suppose the matrix of compatibility functzon, { r i , k ( j , k')} is symmetric, i.e.:
If A(@) attains a local maximum at P' E '2, then P' is a consistent labeling. . . .
Accordingly, if the directional vector U' has been found, the updating scheme in relaxation is in the simple way:
The probletn of finding U' has been solved in [12] 3 Applying CRM to HCCR Let a, and bj be t,he ith slroke and j t h stroke of two characters respectively. Matching these two characters is the process of finding a way to assign each of b k Lo a, accordingly.
An initid assignment of b k to ai should take into consideration of the similarities of the length, slope angle, and distance between these two characters. A conceivable definition of the initial assignment could be given by: where a1, az, a3 are some proper parameters. The compatibility function c i , k ( j , k') which plays an important role in relaxation is usually determined by empirical justification. Here we will attempt to describe some properties of ci,k(j, k') and develop rules which would guide the design of the form of compatibilityfunction.
Compatibility Function ci,k(j, k') has the following properties:
(1) c i , k ( j , k') signifies the relative support for stroke bk match stroke ai that arise from stroke bk, match a j . From the properties of c i , k ( j , k') described above, the following rules are devised which ci,k(j, k') should obey.
Rule 1
Rule 2 
where 7 and U are some proper parameters predetermined.
After the initial assignment and compatibility function have been determined, the CRM technique is employed in the relaxation process. The complete algorithm is described in Appendix A. 
Experiments

Feature primitive extraction
The normalized character pattern is first skeletonized. A stroke extractor based on feature points of the skeleton is then employed to extract all the strokes from the character[l3]. Figure 2 shows some of the results of stroke extraction.
Rule 5
value, ci,k(j, k') would be positive. If both p i ( k ) and 4'3 Using associative matrix pj(k') have low value, c i , k ( j , k') would be negative.
If p j ( k ) has high value and p j ( k ' ) has high to guide the relaxation process
Based on the general consideration ofCi,k(j, k'), one rea. sonable way to define the compatibility function is given by:
One kind of the heavy computation involved in CRM is to compute the support function for all pairs of stroke perform all the computation in equation (11). In fact, as the relaxation matching is a process that makes local contextual information to search for an optimal matching, when stroke a, is matched with stroke b k , only those strokes which are contextual related with ai and bk are needed to be considered. A contextual association matrix which indicates the contextual relationship between pairs of stroke in a character is defined as : 1 , if stroke i and j are associated 0 , otherwise CAM(i,j) = { Therefore, when computing the support function S,(k), we first check the CAM value related with strokes i and k . Only those strokes with non-zero CAM value are taken into consideration. In this way, the large computation involved can be reduced. In fact, each substroke in a Chinese character is usually associated with less than eight substrokes. Suppose the average number of total substrokes in a Chinese character is twenty-four, then computing all S , ( k ) guided by CAM is nine times faster than normal scheme.
Experimental result
Two charact,ers from the experimental data are selected a.s the templates for each category, tlhe others are used as testing data (Containing 33 characters per cat,egory).
Matching similarity between two characters is measured by the Local Average Consistency defined in equation (3). When an unknown character is given, it is matched with all the templates, the one which gives the largest ALC value is picked as recognition result. If two or more t e m p k e s produce almost the same ALC value (their difference less than a given threshold). then this character is rejected. Experiment, on total 3300 characters produces t.he recognition rate of 95.1%, rejection rate of 2.6% and error rate of 2.3%.
In this paper, based on the consistent relaxation technique, we developed a new relaxation matching scheme for handwritten Chinese character recognition. In the application of a relaxation matching process, there are several important parts which should be carefully considered: the fi3ature primitive used, initial matching assignment, compatibility and supporting function, updat,ing scheme, similarity measurement.
Among t,hese factors, it is thought that the proper selection of feature primitive is of the most important and thus the performance of a recognition system would be highly dependent on how good the feature primitive has been ext.racted. In our study, we have used strokes of a Chinese character as feature primitive. It is good for constrained handwritten Chinese characters which are clearly writ t.en. However, for unconstrained handwritten Chinese characters, strokes extracted are not stable. In such caw, a better feature primitive with more stable contextiial information invariant to different writing styles is desired.
Appendix A: Complete CRM Algorithm
Step 1 Assign the initial matching value pa(k) and compute the compatibility function c i , k ( j , k') accordingly, for all i, j = 1 , 2 , . . . , n; k , k' = 1 , 2 , . . . , m. Set t=O.
Compute Gt) = ; g~a d [ A ( $~) ) ]
= Si(k)
Set, t i = 0, s:' = a, 0, 1 , . ' ', n.
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4 Step 5 If ,$*'+l) # sit'), go to Step 4, else go to Step 6.
Step 6 Compute:
Step vi, R pjf+')(k) = $ ( k ) + @ ( k ) ,
where < is a small value predetermined, and may decrease as t increase to facilitate convergence.
If Ci C k [ P ; + ' ( k )
-P:(k)] 5 c, stop, (here c is a small value), otherwise set t = t+1, go to Step 2.
Step 9
